Terms of Use
Terms of Use Dynasty world
These are the terms of use of Dynasty world - part of Dynasty world - which apply to all the
services offered through the website Dynasty World .
We recommend you to read these terms of use so that you are aware of your rights and
obligations when you use the Services. Carefully By using the Services , in any manner
whatsoever, declare to have read and agree to these Terms of Use your knowledge.
1. definitions
In these terms of use shall apply:
a) " Payment " which some paid services can be purchased ;
b ) "Content " means any text, graphics , photos, sounds , music, videos , audiovisual
combinations , interactive elements , software , scripts , and other materials published on or
through the Website or by a user downloaded or can be uploaded regardless of whether these
are of an editorial or commercial character ;
c ) " Services " means any services provided , such as consulting the website , downloading
and uploading content , watching music videos , obtaining a license on virtual items , and all
other services available through the Website offered on the Website;
d ) " Third Party Services " means the services offered on the Website by any third party ;
e ) " User Content " means all Content that is made available by a user of the Services to
World Dynasty or is uploaded for the Website ;
f ) "Dynasty world" : DYNASTY WORLD , based in Amsterdam , Chamber of Commerce
No. 51826321 , VAT number NL209068747B02 ; .
g ) "Website " means the website World Dynasty , including accessible through Dynasty World.com , and Dynasty World domain names with other extensions .
2. Account / Profile
2.1 In order to use the Services, you demand your account in the manner described on the
Website . Dynasty world discretion to determine whether an account will or will not be
provided.
2.2 You guarantee to Dynasty world representation that the information you provide to
Dynasty world complete, truthful and accurate, including your personal details such as your
name and email address . You agree that we may store and use your data in connection with
the management of your account . See our Privacy Statement here.
2.3 If you are under thirteen ( 13 ) years , you must have the permission of your parent or
guardian to create an account. By accepting these terms of use , you warrant that you are
thirteen ( 13 ) years or older or have permission from your parent or guardian to create an
account.

2.4 You may not create accounts in the name of another person unless that other person has
given you. Permission

2.5 You are responsible for maintaining the confidentiality of your password for your account
to others and you will not give others access to the Service using your account . You are liable
for all transactions carried out using your account. If and when you suspect that unauthorized
use of your account and / or identity then promptly notify you. Dynasty world thereof
Dynasty world is then entitled to take it considers necessary to protect its Website and other
users of the Services and you need to lend you. Cooperate fully all measures
2.6 You may terminate your account at any time by using the procedure described in the help
section . Use
2.7 Profiles is for everyone . Anyone can create an account .

3. Use of the Services
3.1 You guarantee to Dynasty world for that you are authorized to use the Services and to act
in accordance with these terms of use . In addition, you stand there against Dynasty world
guarantee that you will at all times comply with the obligations under these terms of use and
that you will comply with all laws and regulations that apply to the use of the Services.
3.2 You are permitted to use the Services . Account through your use
3.3 Without prejudice to the other provisions of these terms of use , you may use the Services
does not :
( i ) based on untruths and / or misleading;
( ii ) infringe the rights of Dynasty world or third parties, including copyrights , neighboring
rights , trademark rights or any other intellectual property rights relating to the protection of
privacy ;
( iii ) contrary to any law, regulation , ordinance or other applicable regulations ;
( iv ) contains viruses, Trojan horses , worms , bots or other software that automated work or
data may be damaged , unusable or inaccessible , delete or appropriating or intended for
technical protection of the Website and / or the computer systems to circumvent Dynasty
world ;
( v) aimed at gaining unauthorized access to the Website, the computer systems and / or
databases of Dynasty world ;
( vi ) a commercial character , unless Dynasty world has given written permission , or
( vii ) in any way otherwise unlawful towards Dynasty world and / or a third party.
3.4 You are fully , independently and solely responsible for any use you make of the Services
. You're against world Dynasty liable for any use of the Services which is not in accordance
with the provisions of these terms of use and indemnifies Dynasty world for all claims in
connection therewith .
3.5 DW exercises no editorial , content , technical or other control over User Content . When
using the Services you to be aware that the Website factually inaccurate , offensive , indecent
or distasteful User Content may contain , and you expressly agree that Dynasty world is not
liable in this regard .
4. intellectual property rights
4.1 All ( intellectual ) property rights to the Content , including copyright , trademark and
trade name rights database , held solely by Dynasty world and / or its licensor ( s ) .

4.2 Subject to the conditions set out in these terms of use , Dynasty world grants you a limited
, personal, revocable , non- exclusive, non - sub licensable , non- transferable right to use for
personal purposes in the manner the content and the format as such Content on the Website is
made available. It is expressly not permitted to download content to copy , modify, create ,
use for direct or indirect commercial purposes or to use than the manner set forth above ,
unless otherwise Dynasty world of their respective owners explicitly public permission.
before
4.3 Nothing in these terms of use and / or on the Website is mentioned , is intended to provide
. Transfer any intellectual property rights and / or any intellectual property rights to your The
use you may make of the Content is limited to what is described . In these terms of use
4.4 It is not permitted to remove , notices or statements with respect to intellectual property
rights to create, hide or change illegible.
5 . user Content
5.1 Under the conditions set out in these terms of use you maintain in principle the copyrights
and other intellectual property rights belonging to you with respect to the User Content that
are made available by you via the Website to visitors of the Website .
5.2 By providing User Content to Dynasty world ( which inter alia provided for in these terms
of use : uploading it) , you grant automatically Dynasty world a global , not time-limited ,
non-exclusive , royalty-free , transferable license ( with the right to sublicense ) for each (re ) use , reproduce , distribute, prepare derivative works of, display and perform such User
Content or any part thereof , for any purpose and in any manner whatsoever for the Services ,
as well as to store in ( electronic ) files. User Content on
5.3 The license referred to in Article 5.2 ends the moment you or Dynasty world the relevant
User Content from the Website .
5.4 You acknowledge and agree that will be used by other users of the Services . The User
Content that you make available to Dynasty world used Dynasty world accepts no
responsibility for compliance with these terms of use by users of the Services . You therefore
acknowledge that the possibility exists that the User Content that you ask to Dynasty world
used by third parties is available in a way that conflicts with or is not provided in these terms
of use . Dynasty world is not liable for the actions of third parties in violation of these Terms
of Use or any statutory provision or any other unlawful actions of third parties in respect of
User Content provided by you.
5.5 By being available to Dynasty world , User Content you guarantee that:
( a) you are authorized to provide in accordance with these terms of use such User Content
and that you are entitled to the license referred to in Article 5.2 to provide ;
( b ) the User Content that you shall not transmit in conflict with any law or infringe any third
party rights, including contractual rights , intellectual property rights, privacy rights , nor
otherwise unlawful towards third parties or Dynasty world ;
( c ) you are not limited by any lack , limitation or prohibition regarding your right to act in
accordance with these terms of use and / or User Content available to , and
( d ) you are solely responsible for all licensing, reporting and payment obligations to any

third party , including but not limited to copyright collective organizations , in connection
with the use of the User Content that you make available as provided in these Terms of Use .

5.6 You are solely responsible for the User Content that you make available . Dynasty world
is not liable for the consequences of any use of the User Content in accordance with these
terms and you indemnify Dynasty world for all third party claims . All costs incurred by
Dynasty world and damages in any way related to such claims will be reimbursed by you.
5.7 DW reserves the right to remove User Content to block or otherwise make inaccessible if
it is contrary to the provisions in these terms of use , or if necessary without giving any reason
.
6. Prohibited User Content
6.1 This article follows a non-exhaustive list of User Content that you may not make through
the Website ( it being at the sole discretion of Dynasty world or certain User Content or not
permitted) available in any case:
( i ) User Content that is discriminatory to appearance, race , religion , gender, culture ,
ethnicity , or may otherwise be called offensive ;
( ii ) User Content that incites violence against and / or harassment of another or others ;
( iii ) User Content that leads to or is the result of exploitation or abuse of others;
( iv ) User Content that , in the opinion of Dynasty world is contrary to good morals or good
taste , is violent or contains a link to pornographic material or pornographic websites , or
contain pornographic material ;
( v) User Content which personal data of minors and / or which personal data of others are
made available ;
( vi ) User Content that committing illegal activities is encouraged or committed;
( vii ) User Content that infringes on intellectual property rights, privacy rights or any other
rights of Dynasty world of third parties;
( viii ) User Content that chain letters , junk mail or spamming and / or , where passwords or
other personally identifiable information is requested for commercial or illegal purposes ;
( ix ) User Content that without the prior written consent of Dynasty world involves
commercial activity , such as advertisements, lotteries , contests , or pyramid schemes ;
( x ) User Content that a photograph or likeness is recorded of another person without his
consent ;
( xi ) User Content that violates any law , regulation , ordinance , regulation or other
applicable terms of use .
6.2 DW reserves the right to competent investigating authorities to inform User Content that
is contrary to public policy or otherwise be contrary to the law .
7. Notice unlawful Content
Dynasty 7.1 world will notices of infringement of third party rights investigations by users of
the Services and if possible take measures against it . If you believe that a user of the Services
infringes your rights , we ask you to notifying by e- mail via the contact form. Informed This
notification must :
( i ) contain, where the Content that infringes your opinion can be found on the website URL ;
( ii ) contain that infringe on your rights and why that is in your opinion a statement ;
( iii ) contain , where Dynasty world can contact with you, such as your name and email
address;

( iv ) include a statement , supported by evidence , that the information in your notice is
accurate and complete and if it is an infringement of intellectual property rights - that you are
the owner of the intellectual property in question;
( v) be signed by the owner of the intellectual property rights or the person who is
demonstrably authorized to act on behalf of the owner ;
( vi ) in the case of an infringement of intellectual property rights - to contain the work or
works which in your opinion has been infringed with a specification of what is making
infringement a description .
7.2 DW reserves the right to send to the person (s ) / or company responsible for the Content
which the notice relates. Notification by
7.3 If the notice states that the Content is manifestly unlawful , Dynasty world will contact
those who violate its content , and ask the person to remove the content.
7.4 DW reserves the right not to answer a request for removal or disabling of Content making
to proceed if it has reasonable grounds to doubt the accuracy of the information or the
legitimacy of the evidence provided or if the Content which notification does not relate
clearly appears to be unlawful. In that context Dynasty world may be a judicial decision of a
competent court in the Netherlands , which decision demonstrates that such Content is
manifestly unlawful .
7.5 By issuing a notice you indemnify Dynasty world and all its affiliated companies and its
directors, officers, employees, representatives and successors for any third party in connection
with the removal or rendering inaccessible information . The indemnification also covers all
damages and costs Dynasty world suffers , yet may suffer or Dynasty world must make in
connection with such claims , including - but not limited to - the reimbursement of costs for
legal assistance.
7.6 DW will in no way be a party to a dispute between the person from whom the notice and
the user to whom the notice relates.
8. Paid Services
8.1 An agreement regarding the purchase a paid service is concluded at the moment you place
the order under the condition precedent of acceptance Dynasty world . If an order is not
accepted, this world Dynasty after receipt of your order to communicate to you within ten ( 10
) business days.
8.2 The Service shall be made at the time Dynasty world the amount stated on the Website for
the Service has received and is valid for the period stated in the Service on the Website
available.
8.3 Once taken the package and paid , subject to the services until the date until which it is
valid , then there is no notice period and no refund of money .
Services you can use from 1 month . If the package is one month , then the for 1 month .
We do not provide notice periods , once taken a package applies to the relevant end date . for
1 month , 3 months , 6 months , 12 months and 24 months .

9. Prices and payment
9.1 All prices of paid services offered by Dynasty world in dollars and in euros and include
VAT. ( The amount is automatically converted into the price of dollars or in euros . )
9.2 You pay for the services ordered through the Website the price stated on the Website.
Payment shall be made in the manner in the agreement or elsewhere on the website indicated
through a third payment service providers ( "PSP " ) . O.Â & Paypal Moneybookers.com /
Skrill.com . Unless expressly agreed otherwise , should be done at the time you place an order
or enter into an agreement.
9.3 The prices quoted on the website are subject to change without notice. Only the price
stated on the Website at the time the agreement will be binding . In case of payments due
periodically Dynasty world will notify you of a price change in advance .

9.4 If Dynasty world does not receive an amount due (in time ) , Dynasty world is entitled to
suspend until the amount owed by the world 's Dynasty receive the Service. Paid
9.5 You cannot keep Dynasty world to offers and / or prices if you could have reasonably
understood that the offer and / or the price an obvious mistake or error.
9.6 Except in the event of termination under Article 8.3 gives Dynasty world no money or
other compensation for any reason whatsoever. If you terminate your account ( voluntarily or
involuntarily ) be purchased by you paid services lost . Dynasty provides this world no
compensation .
10. Returns and Cancellations
10.1 See Article 8 and 9 .
11. Content, availability and discontinue Services
11.1 The Services are made available in the state in which they are located. Despite the
continuous care and attention Dynasty world attention to the content and composition of the
Services , it makes no warranties regarding the completeness , accuracy or reliability thereof
or guarantee Dynasty world that the Services at any time without interruptions , faults or
errors are available , that defects will be restored at any time , or that the Website or the server
that will be free of viruses and other infectious and / or harmful files . You go there more
agreement Dynasty world is not liable for loss of or damage to your computer , data or
computer and telecommunications systems due to use of the Services .
11.2 In addition to the other (right ) funds world serve Dynasty , Dynasty is at any time
without giving any reason and without prior explanation entitled to restrict , suspend the
provision of any services to you ( temporarily ) or terminate your account temporarily or
permanently stop and remove / or remove your User Content and / or to send out a warning in
particular - but not limited - if:
( i ) you are in breach of these terms of use ;
( ii ) we believe that your actions may cause damage or liability . to yourself , to other users or
to Dynasty world
Dynasty world will therefore be liable in any circumstances .

11.3 If your use of a paid service is terminated, for whatever reason , you have no right
amounts paid on return of already (forward ) . In such cases the sums already paid to Dynasty
world expire.
12. Privacy
12.1 By using the Services , you are bound by our Privacy Statement.
12.2 When you provide User Content , while the privacy setting uses ' public ' , it means that
every visitor to the Websites have access to such User Content .

13. Third-party services
13.1 The website contains services offered by Dynasty world , also services accessed nations /
or links to third party websites. The inclusion or presence of third-party services on the
Website does not imply that this Dynasty World Services has approved or checked . Dynasty
World is not responsible for these services of third parties or for any use by users of the
Website . Furthermore Dynasty World is not responsible for ( the contents of) third-party
websites to which the Website by reference . (Hyper - ) links or otherwise
13.2 On this Third-party services are in addition to these terms and conditions of the
applicable third party who applies . By making use of the Service , you agree to these terms.
14. changes
Dynasty world has the right to the Services and these Terms of Use at any time without
notifying the users. Informed at any time The amended terms of use shall take effect at the
time of publication on the Website. It is therefore wise to consult . These terms of use
regularly
15. Other provisions
15.1 If one or more provisions of these terms of use are invalid or void, the remaining
provisions shall remain unaffected .
15.2 These Terms of Use are governed by Dutch law. All possible disputes arising from this
agreement will be submitted to the competent court in Amsterdam. Exclusion of any other
companies:

